
A submission but first citing:  

The South Australian Government is to ban people from eating dogs and cats. 

Premier Mike Rann says there is a loophole in the law that would allow people to eat the 
animals at home. 

Mr Rann says the issue came to his attention after a recent case in Victoria where 
authorities had to step in to save a puppy. 

"I just made the assumption, I think as most South Australians would, that it was illegal in 
South Australia to kill and eat companion pets such as cats and dogs," Mr Rann said. 

"We checked the law, and in fact, while the law in South Australia does ban the selling of 
dog and cat meat in restaurants, it doesn't actually explicitly prevent people from killing dogs 
and cats for human consumption." 

Marianna, Dose it mater that in Australia laws to prevent the act of human consumption of 
meats or meat products derived from cat and dogs “carcass meat” are nearly non-existent?  

Yes, it is relevant as we have an underlining social acceptance for the unwritten values 
placed “in or on” the reliance of social rejection for not eating meats or meat products 
derived from cat and dogs “carcass meat”;  

This social rejection has given rise to miss-conceived facts that are not factual at all; (for 
clarity): 

 “We Australians think it is an illegal act, written into law as an enforceable element of law 
and don’t know it has a lesser legal standing as the act of reliance on the underlining social 
acceptance that prevents the aforementioned”.  

Marianna, can you give me a standalone law to prevent too act of killing and eat companion 
pets such as cats and dogs.  

Companion pets are not live stock Marianna, I need your help. I have been lobbying all the 
state Premiers and some are looking it to it, see attachments I have just placed a few. You 
would not believe the letter and antics I have tried to get a law in that we don’t really need as 
yet, however one day we will “. Australia’s demographics are become something new; with 
the passage of time and factoring in a higher intake of migration social values do evolve and 
adapting to accommodate the migration.  

You can find A graphic change in social values that can be demonstrated; the 
demonstrations are found in the “White Australian policy” 1910 in-acceptance, 30 or so years 
later out of social acceptance. Such if the social leverage of migration on social values.     

I know there are livestock laws and or laws defining penalty’s for acts departmental to an 
animal’s welfare however there are no laws drafted just for the welfare of complain pets. 
Animal protection is not new try and by a beef burger in India as In India most states; of India 
the slaughter of cattle is prohibited and their meat may be taboo. Cattle are considered 
sacred in world religions such as Hinduism, Jainism, Zoroastrianism, and in others. With that 
in mind can you have compassion for our companion pets, who walk and live in humanity’s 
in shadow; a life of servitude to man. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cattle_in_religion#In_India


As whale numbers plummeted in the 20th Century, laws were passed to protect the whale In 
1979. In Australia we adopted an anti-whaling policy, permanently ending in our seas 
whaling ….. 

Cats and dogs are not that majestic, but like whales there not a food group. 

Thanks for your time 

Lance Payne “life Ninja” 

Ps I have Dyslexia   

 


